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Chairman: There is just one point that came out of what Professor

Bradley said that he had instructed you or said to you

that he wished you to allow anyone in who wished to come.

That's correct, is it?

Tillett: Yes.

Chairman : And so your instrudtion to Davis was in compliance with

Brofessor Bradley's wishes as he had expressed them to

you?

Tillett: Yes.

Chairman: NO\v we broke off as Dr. Inc h was leaving the meeting room.

Can we have our geography right first, if you look at the

plan page 2. Is it right to say that you went through the

bar at M.16 with Dr. Inch?

Tillett:
Yes,
Having got him through the door by the window he was

cer~y ... the door opposite was locked anywaYf I

did in fact try that. And he was then as it were propelled

along up past the bar/~~Sthose stairs. Now somewhere along

here I lost contact with him and I seem to recollect that

maybe the double doors had been opened and that maybe the

students were coming out from that direction ~ell. This
is how this came about.

Chairman: You lost contact with him round about the stairs?

Tillett:
Somewhere round there an~he next recollection I have is
of him in fact being in the corner which is now well

established.

ehairman : That corner where the cross is?

Tillett: Well I haven't got a cross on mine.

what appears to be M.ll.

The corner opposite

Chairman: Yes. At what stage did you begin to take step~')to have the

police called?

~-~--_.-
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Tillett: Well I think this is an interesting point and one that

has raised conjecture. I took the view that when he was

in the lecture room that we would still be ~ble to ~,t

him out with the aid of porters - this is why the porters

were summoned. Now as far as I canmcollect I tooano

attempt to call the police until he was actually boxed in

the corner opposite the cigarette machine. Now as far0as

I can recollect I was going along the corridor in the

direction of the Registry in a sort of vain attempt to

get some sort of help and I passed Davis who said to me

words to the effect that I think we had better call the

police and I ~id yes I thought we had and I then. . .

he said would .you do it . .. and I procee.deddown to

the Porters Desk and met Mr. Wyatt and he said he would do

it for me.

Chairman: Just going back a little bit. You say you lost contact with

Dr. Inch. Who of the staff}either the Maintenance, Chemistry

or Administrative staff were with him as he came through

the bar?

Tillett: Obviously I was somewhere there, Dr. Roberts was somewhere

around and Mr. Davis was somewhere around and I believe I

am right in saying only Dr. Roberts ended up with him in a

circle opposite the cigarette machine. I was isolated on6

layer back.

Chairman : vfuat exactly caused you to lose contact with him?

Tillett: Well at this stage I am not exactly sure. I think it can

only be a rush of people who interposed themselves between

me and him.

Chairman: If your plan had been successful you and Mr. Davis no doubt

and Dr. Roberts would have escorted Dr. Inch possibly being

pursued by demonstrating students but would have been able

to keep in front of him and perhaps be chased to the outside.

Tillett: This is why I~n only suspect in retrospect that the double

doors opened and students as it were cut Us off from the

other end of the room.
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But you don't have any specific recollection?

No IJd>n't on that point.

When you came back to M.ll I suppose there were a lot of
people there by then were there?

It was getting fairly full, yes.

we have been told there was chanting going mn at the
time. Was there a cordon ~f students linking arms

round Dr. Inch by then?

Yes, he was penned in the corner. There was a row of students

iniront of me and I was in the next row back but unable to

get through to him.

w~ere was Dr. Roberts at this time?

= think he may have been right next to Dr. Inch but I can't

say for sure.

Now what we have heard about this episode is that ~trst of

all the students were chanting and surrounding Dr. Inch

not in fact touching him or molesting him in any way and

then the chanting Eopped and the indictment was continued

in comparative silence and then there was a dialogue/~ich

Dr. Inch replied to questions but his replies were from

time to time interrupted. But there were obviously a great

number of students in the room and that the;y were by their

presence and by their linked arms as well preventing any-

body getting to Dr. Inch. Now I want your reactions really

to that picture I painted. In what way does it seem to

you to be inadequateor ~1naccurate?

Well I don't think it is inadequate and even at this stage

I think that>the action in'calling the police was perfectly

correct because at that stage we were unaple to guarantee

the safety of the visitor. We could not get through to him

loould not get through to him and I was glad that I had
taken that action.
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Chairman: I wat<ld just like to take that up. You say that you

called the police because you could not guarantee

his safety?

Tillett: This is true.

Chairman : Or would it be more correct to say that you called the

police because you were unable to get Dr. Inch out?

Tillett: Well I think both of these are correct. I think flhrst

and foremost we were ugable to get him out and it was
., ,. ,"

also a consequence that s1D.ce.~e.weren'"t'~abJLeut.Clreach

him we were unable to guarantee his safety.

Chairman: Implied from that reply, you were afraid that he would be

molested?

Tillett:
.

No, I think the answer to that must be is that first and

foremost we called the police because we could not get

him out, if you want to put it in tha~ay. I think it
was a consequence at the time that I felt that we could

not guarantee his safety as ~ell.

Chairman : But 'when you said that you could not guarantee his

safety the questionin my mind is - was there anything,

and if so what, in the behaviour of the students which

made you fear that he might be molested?

Tillett: I think the attitude was somewhat

that one could not get through to

force a way through this ring met

threatening. One felt

him and attempts to

with a threatening

attitude.

I

Chairman: Following from that)obviously ~f a large crowd of people

are thronging a man and linking arms they will constitute

an obstruction?

Tillett: Yes, indeed.
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Chairman: Was there anythingmore about their a:i:;ti'brde than mere
obstruction?

TiE€tt: I think to me, personall~, no. I think there was a

particular case at one stage that I thoughT we might be

able to get him through this door if we were quick

where there was a little sl.)pe leading down which was

adjacent to the corner and I sort of moved in that

direction and at least two people immediately stood in

front of the door and blocked the door and one person I

noted particularly who did that.

menacing towards myself.

But nothing more

Chairman : Did you see anything of a more menacing nature directed

to anybody else?

Tillett: I think in retrospect I saw various scuffles and so on

but I couldn't pin-point anything.

Freeman: I have just one question about the exact time that you

made it known that you decided to call the police

because there does seem to be some contradiction in

various pieces of evidence we have. For example Mr. Davis

evidence No. 26. Some of these pieces of evidence don't
. «

seem to be very clear. ~~. Davis says - that Dr. Tillett

sa~d to me that we are going to get Dr. Inch out, please

help. (that's when he is still in the room). I went to

Dr. Inch,g:r'abbed hold of him and got him almest through

the door when I was dragged away from him. Dr. Tillet

spoke to me and said that the situation seemed to be out

of hand and thought it best to call the police~ Now the

time scale here doesn't seem to be absolutely clear but

there is a suggestion that you had said that earlier, that

:,sto say before Dr. Inch was penned in the corner. Now

are you in your own mind certain that you didn't decide to

call the police until he was penned in the corner or might

it have been earlier?

Tillett: All I;hould .say is this)that I certainly did not. call him

in the lecture room. v/hen he was called he was certainly

out of the lecture room. Thereis no doubt about that but

I will admit thare is a slight doubt in my mind as to

whether he was. actuall~ pinned in the lobby at that stage.
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Let's say the point I am trying to focus is the point

when you made it known that you..had dec ided to c all the

police. It might have been earlier, you are not sure?

It might have been earlier, it might have been slightly

earlier.

Probably thoughlafter you lost contact with Dr. Inch?

It was ~ertainly after r'had lost contact.

It this time or at any time precedi~g this did you take

part in any conversation which discussed the amount of

police that might be.required? Earlier on there was a

decision not to already have police on the campus which

implies that you have already had a conve~sation about the

police. Did that conversation disouss the amount of polioe

or did the police send this n~ber?

No this never came into the conversation, whether any

officer of the University was involved in such a con-

versation Ioouldn't say but I certainly wasn't.

Were you at any ti~e before the meeting tacontact with

the police?

No I wasn't and I rather assume that nobody else was,

because I discussed it with Wyatt and we came to the

conclusion that no moves should be made to have the police

there.

In Mr. Wyatt's evidence there is a suggestion - ML Wyatt

actually says - this is after the meeting had broken up -

he indicetes that somebody called 'you' (I'm not sure

whether that is Mr. Lilley) had already arranged for the

police to be available. Do I take it that this was

entirely without your knowledge.

Certainly.

-J
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Chairman: So during the dialogue, .as it has been termed, with
Dr. Inch you were standing in M.ll?

Tillett: I was there for most of the time, one row behind the ro~
penning him in.

Chairman: That's right and during that time you tried unsuccessfully
to reach him?

Tillett: That's right

Chairman : Were people at this time, before the police arrived,
standing in the corridor?

Tillett: Yes.

C~laj~r:an: Not standing?

Tillett: No I think they were standing at that stage. I was in fact
about in line with that corridor but of course facing the

speaker.

Chairman: But it seems that you noticed the police arrival before

they moved in.

Tillett: I think it is common knowledge that a couple of police
arrived first, this was the thing that was noticeable
and then waited at the end of the corridor and the next

thing that was observable was that 2 police '!Jen~ ,%en
walKing on the grass outside. Since I was opposite that

i

door I could see that a~ell and then subsequently more
police arrived at the end of ~e corridor.

Chairman: One estimate of time is about 7.DO 8 minutes,

!fi.llett: I don't think I put in any estimate of that time.

Chairman: You discerned the police through the standing masses at
the end of the corridor did you?
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Tillett: As far as I can recollect I did see two police at the end.
Now at some stage or other those ,in the corridor certainly
sat down but I cannot be clear when.

Chairman : You say there were shouts and cries
dialogue still continued.

but at the front the

Tillett: Yes. It's just the word dialogue I object to.

Chairman: §oryy, the questioning of Dr. Inch. I have already said
there were interuptions. You say 8 to 10 police all
c&~nboured over the sitting students?

Tillett: Yes I would have said there were about that number.

Chairman : Mr.Archard said that his estimate was five.

a clear memory?

Is 8 to 10

Tillett: I think 5 is definitely too low there were definitely more
thn that and I would have said at least 8.

Chairman: Now the situation after that it seems was that the police
got through but were unable to get out?

Tillett: Yes.

Chairman : And also it seems there was quite a lot of shouting at

this time afell ~

Tillett: '!'hey essentially managed to make their way through to the

inner layer inside which was myself and those who were on
a level with me.

Chairman: Now you at this. time went on ~ little journey, I haven't
quite understood your progress. You went down the stairs
in the middle in between M.12 and M.14?
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Tillett: Well I think the upshot of it was that there didn't

appearfu be any likelihood of getting him out in the

direction of the corridor and I did think thftt were we

able to get him out towards the kitchen this would have

expedited matters)so that accounts for my little journey.

Chairman: What made it so difficult to get him out through the

garden door?

Tillett: Well, I think that was pretty soon forgotten about, ther0

were one or two students leaning against that and the

crowd as it were - well it was fairly packed in there then

and I think to actually open the door inwards would have

been quite difficult.

Chairman: And you went down the stairs in between M.i2 and 14 and did

you then come up the stairs at the end of the corridor?

Tillett: No I came up the stairs by the barhadjacent to M.16.

took me ko the kitchen end of the lobby.

That

Chairman: Yes. Now speaking very generally, both or 'either at the

time that the'police clamboured through to get to Dr. Inch
, .

or at the time when you and the, it seems extricated him,

was there any more than obstruction in the path o£ either

you or the police - the kind ofb obstruction that would

naturally be created by such a crowd in a small space.

Or do you remember any specific incidents which were more

than obstruction.

Tillett: As far as I am concerned no. I think the speaker eventually

got out having had a bit. of a buffing passing through a

narrow space with lots of peop~e in it and that was all.

Chairman: You didn't notice any assault or threat of assault either

by the police or on the police?

Tillett: I think that one should say that the police were on the

whole very restrained.

Chairman: And vice versa? There was obstruction but nothing you

noticed more than obstruction?

"<---"... ~~--j
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Til~2tt; No. I was prlmarily concerned with the safety of the

speaker.

Freeman: Ar we to draw any significance from "on the whole very

restrained" or do you mean entirely? Were there any

exceptional incidents~

Tillett: I think it depends on what you mean by obstruction, what

is meant by menacing attitude. I took the view that when

the speaker was penned i~he corner that this was an

undesirable atmosphere. I thought that I was being obstructed

from reaching him, I thought there waS:R rnenacing attitude

on the part of those people who were preventing us having

access to him and allowing him to move. In so far as that

was the position, do you call that obstruction and a

menacing situation? Then I do.

Freeman: But you definitely did not observe any assault, deliberate

assault by anybody upon anybody?

Tillett: No.

Re1ssland: ~Lis 7itcious attitude refered to at the bottom of page 5

would you say this was an accurate description? Would you

also say that this was purely directed towards Dr. Inch?

Tillett: Yes I think this link.arrns technique was a bit reminiscent

of the Nazi Youth Movement and in so far as I thought

that was a menacing attitude then that is why I put that

in.
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TILLETT GIVING EVIDENCE

I think yau are being very fair abaut it but this an apinian
rather than a descriptian?

Yes I admit that. I thaught the atmasphere was a menacing ane.
~
",1
':~
"~

We have had directly cantradictary evidence fram this but yau
cammented an yaur attitude ~"the demonstrators but we have had
evidence to the fact that Dr. Inch seemed frightened and intamidated
and it has been stated that Dr. Inch seemed quitecalmand was
answering questians in a fairly even calm manner. Cauld yau give us
yaur judgement as to. his state af mind at abaut the time the palice
arrived? '

,\

Yes, I think it is perhaps fartunate that he is a fairly rabust
and level-headed individual and he did make an attempt to. answer

same af the questians in a reasanable way. ~ny. statement as to.
haw he felt wauld just be my apinian. I think that it was an
extremely hat little raam and there was a clese atmasphere far
everybady.

Did he in any way appear frightened er intimidated as far as you
'could judge~
,No. I dan't think se.
Dr. Inch and Dr. Bawden sat in a police car. I want to. ask generally

,~
j
!
",

:1:

"

i,
'"

what happened aut side. Obviausly a lat of peaple were milling araund.
Yau havn't picked aut anything mare significant than scuffles. Was
there anlfthing particular that yau remamber seeing autside either
be fare ar after Dr. Inch left1

No.. Perhaps a paint af in,farmatian, when he was bundled into. the
palice car with Dr. Bawden, that was unfartunate. It seemed that

1

j

all the palice drivers had gat aut with the keys and this is what
caused the delay in the car leaving. Had it have left earlier many
o.f these scuffles wauld prihbablybeen avaided.

Did yau see the car in an~ay being impeded from leaving?
It was almast caught up with at the far barrier.
I am no.t quit~ sureof the number af palice. You say eight to. ten
came into. rescue Dr. Inch?

t
!,
I
~
"I

j;

I couldn't really say.

One point that I have been askea to. r,rlse abaut the meeting itself.
Yau were in the chair. If the lecture had gane an andsameane had
wanted to. ask yau questions in the middle af the lecture, what
it have been like~ Would the questianer have been allowed to.ask
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A.

his question or would he have been referred to the end of the meeting?

Chemical Societies in this country usually have questions at the end.

In America, questions in the middle are O.K. but it is normal

A.

practice in this country to keep it to the end.

In view of the faot that this might be regarded by some as a
. elil\oliVl~t;i~

non-typioal lecture would you have considered ~this

question period at the end or do you think it would be reasonable

for people to suspect this?

I think it is a hypothetical question. Are you saying that we should

have decided to have no questions~

It has been suggested that Dr. Inch may have left without giving
(

people the opportunity to ask questions.

Q.

Q.

A. We had no intention of that at all. Our intention was that he would-

be asked questions in the normal way.

Q.

A.

Q.

I have two questions. Firstl~generally, did you at any stage of

this whole incidence witness a deliberate assault by any person

on any other person1

No.

Secondly, you probably know that there has been an allegation that

somebody whose identity is certainly not oleardrove a car in a

Q.

way that was dangerous to other people. Did you witness this at all

or anything that might have been represented~

No, I saw no such incident myself.

Referring to the answer of the first question, you did in fact

witness the throwing of the mustard powder over Dr. InCh?

Yes, I had some diffioulty with this as I pointed out)as at what

stage the mustard was thrown so this raises some difficulty.

Thank youJ;1r.Tillett, I think that has been very fair.

As a point of informaticn)as to what the lecture was going to be

about. Do you think that is relevant!

Yes. I would like to hear that.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

A. As far as we can gather from Dr. Inoh he was going to talk about

some sugar chemistry and of some sugars which build up in the body

and are then unable to be eliminated. This is what he told us he

was going to talk about and he in fact worked at Birmingham on

sugar chemistry before working for the National Institute' of Health

f--I.

A.

in the States and this seems to be his general line of work.

Can you help us as to why his lecture was titled as it was and not

something more specific which would describe what you just said?

No I can't.

~.

...~
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Q. A general question, is it correct that the same piece of research

in chemistry or related fields, could have both medical ?!ld weapon

A.

implications, that is to say, the same piece of research might have

implications in both directions and if the JB answer is yes, would

it be true of this particular subject. L
" ~vO

I think that work Oh sugar chemistry, which I wouldLbe the subject

of this lecture, I think couldn't be used in either direction but

Q..

there is clearly a body which would be used for good or for evil

if you like to put it that way.

Can you think of any possible evil application?

Not related to sugar chemistry. Not immediately but you must

appreciateO that I am not connected ~ith Germ~ warfare.

Should you at any later stage read or hear of any item of evidence

~.

A.

which you believe not to be accurate, you have every right to come

back. Thank you.

WYATTGIVING L~IDENCE

(,<to I want to tnnn first to the action taken before the meeting began.

As I understand it you were approached on the morning of May 7th

by Dr. Tillet t!

A. Yes.

Prior to ,thathad you heard any rumours of a demonstration:
""t.
.
J1..

Q.

Yes.

I believe you discussed something with Hr. Tillett that morning?

Going back to the first question of a rumour that something was

going to happen, it was on the morning of May 6th when I was told

by Mr. Lil~ that some information had been relayed to him which

indicated that a demonstration would take place on the following day.

At about 11.0 on the morning of the 7th Dr. Tillett came to me and

suggested that it would be a good idea to change the venue.

Was it his idea or your idea?

No it was his idea ro1d I readily agreed.

what prompted you to agree?

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

A. Largely as the result of the feeling which had been gathered the

previous day when it seemed that something quite dramatic was going

to happen.

A.

How did you feel that changing the venue would improve the prospects

of an undisturbed meeting?

From the fficurity aspect the lecture where it was scheduled to be held

Q.

"""".<.""",,'-",~.,-


